New X-ray Sensor
Relative mass inspection
with high stability *1

X-ray Seal Inspection System
For packaged products SXS2154HC1D / SXS3474HC1D
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Stable relative mass inspection*1 achieved!
A model with a new X-ray sensor. Suitable for a lightweight and large number of
products such as individually-packaged ones. With this system, you can stably make a
high-speed relative mass inspection which cannot be made with an auto checker *1.
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Image of packing material until its
edge can be captured clearly.
This identifies the seal portion securely.
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Contents inside the aluminum
packing material are not seen.

All of “jam”, “foreign objects”, “relative mass”, and “shape” are
inspected with high sensitivity!
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Jam inspection of various packing materials including aluminum
packing material is achieved!
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The system obtains
clean images without
being adversely affected
by the transport belt.
This ensures less
incorrect detection and
stable high sensitivity.

As the transport belt is
projected, the images
are unclear and the
sensitivity becomes
poor.
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Packing seal part can be identified securely!
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Simple sensitivity setting
Everyone can easily set an inspection range
that was difficult to set by following the
system displays.
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*1 Depending on the shape of the product to be inspected.

